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Based on mutual information (MI) maximization, Our basic 
learning framework is presented as belows, including representation 
learning, and context- and content-level mutual information. 

The objective of user behavior coding is to learn high-level 
representation over behavioral sequence which can be fed into 
downstream tasks, e.g., profiling and recommendation. The big 
challenge is that can we learn generalized representation of 
behavioral sequence so as to support multiple downstream learning 
tasks? 
Our solution, CUBC, learns a generalized representation of user 
behaviors prefers to capture both context- and content-level 
information.  
• Context-level information: Context-level information is 

sensitive to temporal variation in one sequence, which can be 
used to predict future or missing behaviors.

• Content-level information: Content-level information presents 
the sequence as whole, which can be generally applied to deduce 
stable characteristics relative to users.
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Datasets Anonymized offline data from reading tracks of users on 
Wechat public subscription. Extracting 687,192 users and its 
corresponding behavioral sequences on reading activities during 
June 1 to June 30, 2019. For sequence modeling, the token in se-
quences refers to account ID read by users.

Baselines (1) Generative model: The learned representation is 
generated by objective on sequence completion. Generally, the last 
output is chosen for sequence representation; (2) End-to-end model: 
The model directly learn the mapping from input to downstream 
tasks; (3) Feature-based model: The downstream models are 
directly constructed by side information.
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Model

Context-level MI maiximization: Context-level MI maiximization:

θ : paramters
f  : mapping function
X : input

C : side information (e.g., interests, 
age)

Prediction performance on gender/age/next token prediction

In all three tasks, the learned representations from CUBC outperform 
other comparative methods, even better than end-to-end model.

The Effect of side information Embedding similarity

High quality side information can 
optimize the learned representation. 
However, it is not equal to directly 
transform side information to learned 
representation.
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Online A/B test

We also take A/B test experiments 
on online game recommendation 
production. After concatenating 
the learned representation from 
CUBC, the registration rate is 
lifted by +0.11%, +0.51%, 0.82% 
and +1.11% in four games.

Summary
• We propose an efficient 

coding method to learn 
sequence representation 
from users behaviors. 

• Comprehensive 
experimental results prove 
the effectiveness of our 
proposed model on both 
offline and online 
scenarios.


